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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. PART : The condition of the old part can
affect the usability of the core, in some cases partial or no refund may be given. If the part you
purchased is a different part than the one being replaced, partial or no refund may be given.
Please contact us for more details. Cores returned in a damaged state are subject to no or
partial credit, so package them well for return as if they were a new product. We have many new
parts available but not listed, if you are looking for a new part but the item you see has a core
charge, please contact us. Order Toll Free 1. Cooling System. Engine Overhaul Kits. Engine
Parts. Fuel System. Hydraulic System. PTO Components. Water Pump. Features Package
Quantity 1. Tractor splitting stands with rails. Features Notes This Tractor Splitting System is
designed to assist service technicians with process of splitting tractor effortlessly, efficiently
and safely while performing tractor repairs, maintenance, and inspections. Supports weight of
10, lbs. Tractor Separator - 10T. Features Notes Made to service the higher horse power tractors
safely and efficiently during repairs and maintenance. Supports weight of 20, lbs. Four camera
capability 2. Supports 12V automotive battery. Infrared Illuminators allow up to 32 feet of night
visibility, image mirroring function, made to withstand off-road conditions, audio capabilities.
Each camera has an antenna and a power supply jack. Cameras require 12V power source.
Accessories: Base-Mounted Remote Antenna with 9. This system can be expanded to support
up to four cameras. These bars offer twice the lighting power and will make your off-road
adventures more safe and more fun. Recommended for off-road applications. If core charge
instructions are not included with the new item: Different types of parts go to different
locations. Have your order number and invoice number if different ready. Please contact us, we
will give you the address your core needs to be returned to, and any other instructions. If you
do not have a core to return, the core charge will not be refunded. Get assistance and advice
from our parts specialists Click to Call - Just click and we'll call you. FAQs - Check out the
frequently asked questions. Email us - We'll reply within 24 hours. This Tractor Splitting System
is designed to assist service technicians with process of splitting tractor effortlessly, efficiently
and safely while performing tractor repairs, maintenance, and inspections. Made to service the
higher horse power tractors safely and efficiently during repairs and maintenance. Turn heads
and illuminate the roads ahead with our dual row LED light bars. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. PART : The condition of the old part can affect the usability of the
core, in some cases partial or no refund may be given. If the part you purchased is a different
part than the one being replaced, partial or no refund may be given. Please contact us for more
details. Cores returned in a damaged state are subject to no or partial credit, so package them
well for return as if they were a new product. We have many new parts available but not listed, if
you are looking for a new part but the item you see has a core charge, please contact us. Buy
Printed Manual. Order Toll Free 1. Air Cleaner Components. Air Conditioning. Cab Parts.
Cooling System. Engine Overhaul Kits. Engine Parts. Fuel System. Hydraulic System. PTO
Components. Service Manual. Starters, Alternators and Switches. Water Pump. Features
Package Quantity 1. Tractor splitting stands with rails. Features Notes This Tractor Splitting
System is designed to assist service technicians with process of splitting tractor effortlessly,
efficiently and safely while performing tractor repairs, maintenance, and inspections. Supports
weight of 10, lbs. Tractor Separator - 10T. Features Notes Made to service the higher horse
power tractors safely and efficiently during repairs and maintenance. Supports weight of 20, lbs.
Four camera capability 2. Supports 12V automotive battery. Infrared Illuminators allow up to 32
feet of night visibility, image mirroring function, made to withstand off-road conditions, audio
capabilities. Each camera has an antenna and a power supply jack. Cameras require 12V power
source. Accessories: Base-Mounted Remote Antenna with 9. This system can be expanded to
support up to four cameras. These bars offer twice the lighting power and will make your
off-road adventures more safe and more fun. Recommended for off-road applications. If you
don't have the serial number of your tractor, you can find it on the transmission, top right. The
serial number starts from C for a model, from C for a model, from C for a model, from C for a
model, from C for a model, from C for a model, from BB for a model, from BB for a model, from
BC for a model, from BC for a model, from BD for a model, from BD for a model. They also have
differential mechanical wet disc brakes. The type II 3-point hitch is very reliable. It is also worth
noting that the independent rear PTO runs at rpms. The pump does the job pushing 9. If core
charge instructions are not included with the new item: Different types of parts go to different
locations. Have your order number and invoice number if different ready. Please contact us, we
will give you the address your core needs to be returned to, and any other instructions. If you
do not have a core to return, the core charge will not be refunded. Buy Printed Manual To read
beyond this page, you'll need to sign in or register for free below. Create an Account.

Registered Customers If you have an account with us, please log in. Forgot Your Password?
Get assistance and advice from our parts specialists Click to Call - Just click and we'll call you.
FAQs - Check out the frequently asked questions. Email us - We'll reply within 24 hours. This
Tractor Splitting System is designed to assist service technicians with process of splitting
tractor effortlessly, efficiently and safely while performing tractor repairs, maintenance, and
inspections. Made to service the higher horse power tractors safely and efficiently during
repairs and maintenance. Turn heads and illuminate the roads ahead with our dual row LED
light bars. Tractors are expensive pieces of equipment and many farmers, and contractors find
it easier and more cost-effective to purchase used tractors for sale. When purchasing a used
tractor, there are a few things that should be considered. With this helpful guide, you will learn
all you need to know about purchasing a used tractor so the best purchase is made. There are
many reasons people choose to purchase used tractors and one of them is cost. When looking
for tractors for sale, many people are shocked at the price tag for new equipment. Another
reason people rely on purchasing a used tractor is simply, they do not make them as they used
to forty to fifty years ago. With a synchro shift transmission and 2WD, this tractor will provide
all the power you need and will likely outlive you. It is possible to find all types of used tractors
and most of them have been very well cared for. When searching for a used tractor, there are a
few different things to consider. Knowing what to look for will help to ensure you are prepared
to make the right purchase to meet your needs. Another big consideration is knowing what type
of tractor will meet your needs. There are different types and each serves its own unique
purpose. The following offers information on some of the types. Purchasing used tractors
allows individuals to save tons of money on their purchase price while still getting a good piece
of equipment that will hold up for many years to come and possibly even decades. From Kubota
to John Deere, there is a tractor to meet every need and most budgets. Following the above tips
will help to ensure you purchase a used tractor that will provide you with the highest level of
performance and service. The most important thing is to inspect every aspect of the tractor to
be sure it has not suffered damage and is a sound purchase. Add this make and model to
Equipment Hunter to receive notifications when new or similar equipment is posted. This
feature requires a Fastline Account. It is really easy to sign up! Here is some custom text that
would need to be filled in to explain what the benefits of taking the website tour would be.
Compare 0 of 4. Select listings to compare them. Find Equipment Tractors Tractors for Sale.
Clear All Filters. Within 10 20 30 40 50 Any Miles. John Deere 9, Case IH 2, New Holland 1,
Kubota 1, Massey-Ferguson 1, International Mahindra Ford Kioti Challenger See All
Manufacturers. See All Models. Horse Power. Drive Type. Require Price. List View Grid View.
Add to Compare. Contact for Price. Hours: Transmission: e Horse Power: View Details.
Transmission: Power Shift. Drive Type: 2WD. Dealer Info Keystone Tractor. Dealer Info Titan
Machinery. Drive Type: 4WD. Versatile Transmission: Hydro. Hours: , Transmission: Hydro,
Horse Power: Dealer Info. Transmission: Powershift. Ford F Transmission: Power Quad.
Transmission: IVT. Transmission: Synchro. Tips for Purchasing Used Tractors for Sale Tractors
are expensive pieces of equipment and many farmers, and contractors find it easier and more
cost-effective to purchase used tractors for sale. Tips for Purchasing a Used Tractor When
searching for a used tractor, there are a few different things to consider. One of the first things
people need to realize when purchasing a used tractor is, they cannot approach it the same way
as when purchasing a used car. A decades-old tractor still has a lot of life left in it, if it has been
properly cared for by the owner. You must carefully research before purchasing any used
tractor. This means knowing what your needs are and understanding the types of tractors that
are available. The more you know, the better equipped you will be to make the best purchase. It
is important that buyers are fully comfortable with the steps they will need to maintain their
tractor. Older tractors are slightly less difficult to maintain because of their simpler design. The
dealer or buyer should offer delivery services and financing options. Surveying all the available
terms is crucial for helping buyers to make the right decision for their tractor needs. Types of
Used Tractors Another big consideration is knowing what type of tractor will meet your needs.
Compact utility tractors are primarily used for landscaping and small projects. These look much
like the larger agricultural tractors, but they are much smaller in scope and design. If you need
something for casual landscaping work, this is your machine. Row crop tractors are huge
machines and they can take on a lot of chores around the farm. Farmers rely on these machines
for taking care of their crops and hauling big pieces of equipment. Utility tractors are tractors
that are bigger in size than their compact counterparts. You can install various attachments,
making them versatile machines that are powerful enough to take on a variety of chores for both
commercial and residential needs. Articulated 4WD Tractors are the largest type on the market
and they pack a powerful punch. These tractors can be used to level land and pull farming
implements for tilling, planting, and harvesting. Conclusion Purchasing used tractors allows

individuals to save tons of money on their purchase price while still getting a good piece of
equipment that will hold up for many years to come and possibly even decades. Close Contact
Seller. Close Thank You! Your message has been sent. Your text message has been sent;
please check your phone for responses. Want to watch for similar listings? Add to Equipment
Hunter. Please wait Close Create a Fastline Account! Or, Login. Or, if you already have an
account, sign in. Create Account Sign In. Please Name Your Search. Close Website Tour. Here
is some custom text that would need to be filled in to explain what the benefits of taking the
website tour would be Start Tour. Remind me later. Never show this again. We respect your
privacy. Your information will not be shared to outside parties. Read our privacy policy. Thanks
for subscribing! Our newsletter will be hitting your inbox soon. In the meantime, if you'd like
access to all the features on Fastline. It will only take a minute! This tractor was manufactured
by Ford from to The Ford is equipped with a 4. The Ford utility tractor used the Ford engine. The
compression ratio rating is This engine produced 73 PS The Ford is equipped with power assist
steering, differential mechanical wet disc brakes, two-post fixed ROPS or Cab with
air-conditioning optional , and Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to fu
2006 ford escape parts diagram
hoppy litemate
1991 honda civic for sale
nction properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can
opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. ROPS: 2,
mm Forward: Series I: 1, kg 3, lbs Series II: 1, kg 4, lbs. Series I: 9.

